
Case Study 

Teknoglass delivers innovative glazing solution for new £22m 

state-of-the-art general intensive care unit at University 
Hospital Southampton 

When it comes to specifying glazing systems for hospital projects, facilitating high levels 
of hygiene, and ensuring patient safety are of the utmost important. Teknoglass advanced 
glazing systems has been an intrinsic part of the design and installation of the £22m state-
of-the-art intensive care unit that will provide 48 new ICU beds for the south’s most 
critically ill patients.  

 
From Inception our team worked 
with the front-line Doctors and 
Nurses to integrate bespoke 
ground-breaking technology into the 
design of the new facility that has 
taken 18 months to build and was 
handed over to University Hospital 
Southampton NHS Foundation Trust 
on the 1st October 2020.  

Joined to the existing ICU facility, the 
new 1400-metre square unit can be 
accessed through a linking corridor. 
As well as being considerably bigger 
in size, it includes state of the art 
Teknoglass medical systems 
specifically designed for infection control that enable all the ICU rooms to be used for 
infection control / Covid 19 patients minimising cross contamination. 

Shortly after completion the ICU was put into action as a key component in the fight 
against the Covid 19 pandemic during which the glazing systems worked faultlessly. 

Commenting on the project Max Jonas, lead Consultant of Intensive Care Medicine & 
Anaesthesia said “When designing the concept for a new ICU for the University Hospital 
Southampton, a fresh approach to infection control, and patient dignity were at the 
forefront of NHS Trust’s requirements.  

“The team at Teknoglass quickly understood the requirements and brought an innovative 
solution to the table based on the Schüco doors and frames. 

“We continued to work closely through the design and installation to create a facility that I 
believe is a blueprint for hospitals now and into the future. “ 
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Teknoglass - infection control sliding doors with switchable glass technology 

 

  
 
The sliding door system is the first of its kind in any medical application and comprises of 
two bi-parting doors and fixed side panels all fitted with double glazed switchable 
Teknoglass glass that can be instantly turned from clear to opaque for general patient 
dignity or emergency intervention. Unlike all other systems the doors when closed 
hermetically seal to prevent the passage of contagious pathogen from one area to the 
other. 
 

Teknoglass – Burns and infection control rooms. 

In the GICU are two unique rooms designed for maximum sterility and infection control. 
The Teknoglass door system comprises of a fixed glazed section and a massive double 
glazed sliding door both fitted with switchable glass. The sliding door weighs 200kg yet 
can moved and locked with a single finger. When closed the elevation is completely air 
tight eliminating any chance of infection bypass. 
 

Teknoglass - acoustic switchable dividing windows 

The main ward comprises of twelve infection control rooms with sliding doors on the 
main elevation and glazed fixed frames on the rear and dividing walls between adjacent 
rooms and glazed units to the side of the doors on the nursing stations so they can 
monitor operations from the main control centre. Each window is fitted with a 
combination of switchable glass and a separate 25mm thick clear acoustic unit to allow a 
visual sight line between rooms for patient monitoring but preventing any noise transfer.  
 

Teknoglass - intelligent control system for patient and nursing staff interaction 

All the rooms where glass is installed are fitted with Teknoglass switchable glass 
controlled by a central master control system located in the main ICU. Each piece of 
glass is controlled by radio-controlled wall switched located inside each room. In normal 
use the glass is in the clear state for maximum visibility of the patients. When patient 
privacy or an emergency occurs, the nurses can isolate the room to the frosted opaque 
state. The glass will remain in that state until the nurse in the room resets the wall switch. 
They also have further control of the dividing glass wall between the rooms so a nurse in 
either room can switch the glass to either state whist the main sliding doors and nursing 
station glass remain the position set by the main control switch. This enables a single 
practitioner to monitor 2 or 3 patients in adjacent rooms. In a building emergency where 
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the main power to the ward fails the system has an integrated battery back-up system 
that will maintain the switchable glass operation for over 6 hours so care is not 
compromised. Should a fire alarm be activated the glass all switches to the clear state so 
that all patients are visible for any emergency evacuation.  
 

Teknoglass - 60 minute fire rated, acoustic and fire rated windows 

The rear high-level window in each of the ICU rooms are designed to again provide 
instant switching for patient care but also to allow maximum natural daylight transfer 
between ICU windows in adjacent rooms. The windows also form part of the building fire 
strategy and are fitted with a combination of switchable glass, acoustic and a third layer 
of 60 minute fire rated glass to maintain the integral strategy in a fire situation. 
 

Teknoglass - 60 minute fire rated door and fire/acoustic fixed glazed screens 

Outside of the main GICU ward is the new recuperation atrium, that is accessed through a 
set of Teknoglass fire rated doors with a large, fixed glass panel to the side. Entering the 
space on Level D you are presented with a three-storey space all fitted with Teknoglass 
fixed fire and acoustic glazed units that maintain the fire integrity of the atrium and to 
prevent noise transfer into the new operating theatres currently under construction on the 
upper-Level E and F.  
 
 

For further information please contact enquiries@teknoglass.co.uk or  
call +44 (0)7867 977 379 

 


